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AffNet - Leading Affiliate
Marketing Portal, Blog and
offer wall website.
AFFNEXT.COM

affNext
PROFILE AND AUDIENCE
affnext is the leading and trending affiliate network directory and a portal to
help marketers do better CPA marketing. AffNext is a platform to enable
affiliates and advertisers to speak out about the network they are working with
and post reviews about them. On the other hand, it offers affiliate networks a
great way to showcase their brand to the community of marketers and
affiliates.

MEDIA REACH

40,000
IMPRESSIONS

100+
NETWORKS

90%
ORGANIC VIEWS

WEBSITE TRAFFIC GEOGRAPHY

affNext
FEATURES AND MARKETING OPTIONS
affnext is the leading and trending affiliate network directory and a portal to help
marketers do better CPA marketing. AffNext is a platform to enable affiliates and
advertisers to speak out about the network they are working with and post reviews
about them. On the other hand, it offers affiliate networks a great way to showcase their
brand to the community of marketers and affiliates.
There are tons of features for affiliate networks and advertisers to start promoting their
brand on affnext.com

REVIEWS

Core Feature

Core Feature

Regular content on marketing
Interviews with CEOs
Expert roundups
Tips for monetization and ads

BANNER 720X90

$49/m

Branding & Promotions on the top
of the website right after the
navigation menu.
Static footer placement

STICKY LISTING

$39/m

Promote any special offer
Add contact information
Write what you want to convey
Display Brand image/ videos and more

Star rating on Google
Regularly moderated
No fake reviews are approved
Reviews resolution

NEWS & TIPS

PREMIUM PAGE

OFFER WALL

$39/m

List your featured offers
Mention the traffic restrictions
Terms of the offers
Mention the capping

BANNER 300X250

$49/m

Offers wall sidebar
Blog sidebar banner
Network Lists sidebar top banner

Custom

Stick the network on the top of
any category
Stick network on main list page
Stick network in the featured
sidebar
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fb.com/affnext
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